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Summary
A method for estimating the acquisition duration of a vibrator survey is proposed. The method
employs a movement simulation algorithm that can be used to model source production times
and receiver deployment durations for an arbitrary shooting script. Source production times are
estimated as the elapsed time it takes to traverse a shooting script using prescribed vibrator
movement and cycle specifications. Receiver deployment durations necessary to realize the
source production are calculated for each receiver which include their first, last, and elapsed
usage times. Numerical examples focus on a multiblock survey that demonstrate trade-offs
between source production rates and receiver deployment statistics. A simultaneous acquisition
scenario is considered.

Introduction
Estimating acquisition duration is key to a successful land survey as it largely governs the overall
cost of the survey. Acquisition duration can depend on many factors including shooting strategy,
shot event ordering, vibrator cycle and movement times, crew efficiency and availability, terrain
conditions, and equipment limitations and availability (Cordsen et al., 2000).
Source production rates are limited by the time it takes to drive to the next source point, and then
acquire the source point. A useful measure of source production is the rate of acquisition in
vibrator points per day (vp/day). Receiver production rates are limited by the time it takes to
reposition stations for the next shot event. It is difficult to account for station repositioning in a
general manner, as repositioning typically depends on the geometry and technology of choice.
Here we compute the deployment start and end times for each receiver that are necessary to
realize the source production. These deployment/usage statistics can be employed by operational
planners for tasks such as monitoring receiver battery life and forecasting station repositioning
movements.
In this paper, a method of estimating source production and receiver deployment times for vibrator
surveys is proposed. The paper is structured as follows. First, a method is proposed for simulating
the elapsed time that a vibrator takes to acquire an arbitrarily ordered sequence of shot events
(shooting script). A mathematical model is used to estimate vehicle movements. Secondly, an
approach for estimating simultaneous acquisition scenarios is discussed. Thirdly, numerical
examples for a multiblock survey are considered, and finally, conclusions are made.

Method
The elapsed time it takes a vibrator to acquire a source point, namely, the sweep cycle time, can
be modeled by
(1)
𝑡 (𝑑) = 𝑡 (𝑑) + 𝑡
where 𝑑 is the distance the vibrator must move to arrive at the source point, 𝑡 (𝑑) is the time it
takes the vibrator to move to the source point, and 𝑡
is the fixed-length time that it takes the
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vibrator to cycle the source. The sweep cycle time can be understood as the elapsed time that it
takes to drive (moveup) to a source point, and then acquire the source point.
A simple model for estimating moveup times is to assume that vibrators accelerate at a prescribed
rate until they reach some maximum velocity that is dependent on the area of operation. After that
they continue at the maximum velocity until they reach the next sweep location. Moveup times for
this model can be given by the following function
𝑡

(𝑑) =

𝑑 ⁄𝑣

2𝑑 ⁄𝑎
⁄2𝑎
+𝑣

for 𝑑 ≤ 𝑐
for 𝑑 > 𝑐

(2)

where 𝑎 is the prescribed acceleration rate in m/s , 𝑣
is the prescribed maximum velocity in
⁄2𝑎 . Examples of moveup times calculated with this model are shown in Figure
m/s, and 𝑐 = 𝑣
1 for various combinations of 𝑎 and 𝑣
. We observe that operation near the low ends of both 𝑎
and 𝑣
can have a detrimental affect on moveup time, depending on the scenario. In general,
an area of good (readily traversable) terrain can be modeled with 𝑣
= 5 km/hr and 𝑎 = 0.4
m/s .

Figure 1. Moveup times computed using equation 2. Curves are shown for various combinations of 𝑎 and 𝑣

.

Another option for modeling moveup time is to set 𝑡 (𝑑) to a constant value thereby obtaining a
Grosso modo estimate. Experts may prefer this option when moveup times are known for the
operation at hand. A reasonable constant-valued choice would be that of the average moveup
time for a survey of similar geometry and terrain.
The source cycle time 𝑡 is the elapsed time to complete all actions between moves and can be
represented with a constant value. A fixed sequence of actions is typically performed that include
vibrator pad down, sweep, and pad up.
The source production time is the elapsed time that it takes to traverse a shooting script. At shot
event index 𝑘, this is the sum of sweep cycle times that have already occurred which is given by
𝑡 (𝑘) =

𝑡 [𝑑(𝑖)]

(3)

where 𝑑(𝑖) is the distance between source point coordinates 𝑝(𝑖) at events 𝑖 and 𝑖 − 1, namely
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𝑑(𝑖) =

[𝑝(𝑖). 𝑥 − 𝑝(𝑖 − 1). 𝑥] + [𝑝(𝑖). 𝑦 − 𝑝(𝑖 − 1). 𝑦]

(4)

Equation (4) represents a simple model for distance traveled which can always be calculated from
a minimal dataset, i.e., just the source positions. More realistic formulations that consider
topography are preferred if the data is available.
Receiver deployment durations necessary to realize the above source production can be
determined by tracking the first and last times that each receiver is active. This can be
accomplished by applying the following formulas on each receiver that is active during event 𝑘
𝑡 = min 𝑡 , 𝑡 (𝑘) ,

𝑡 = max 𝑡 , 𝑡 (𝑘)

for 𝑘 > 0

(5)

where 𝑡 and 𝑡 are the first and last times that the receiver is active, respectively. The receiver
deployment times should be initialized across the entire survey prior to beginning the simulation,
for example, to 𝑡 = 1099 and 𝑡 = 0 at event index 𝑘 = 0.
The commercial version of this method includes additional operational features that are left out
here for the sake of brevity. These features include work hours per day, efficiency factor,
downtime allowance, maximum shot events per day, starting and stopping at specific times,
custom time breaks at specific sources, and the capability to use different movement models.

Simultaneous acquisition
The method operates on a shooting script. Simultaneous acquisition scenarios are modeled by
introducing additional shooting scripts, each of which can employ the proposed method separately
and simultaneously. Receiver deployment durations consider receiver reuse from simultaneous
acquisition scenarios due to the one-time initialization of 𝑡 and 𝑡 at event index 𝑘 = 0 across the
entire survey. Operations on shooting scripts, such as partitioning and sorting operations, can be
particularly useful for modeling simultaneous acquisitions.

Numerical examples
Figure 2 shows a two-block orthogonal survey and its design parameters. Blocks 1 and 2 are
1250 (50*25) and 436 (21.8*20) sq. kms, respectively, where some receiver stations near the
shared block boundary are reused by the other block. Simulation parameters were chosen to be
the same for all runs for the sake of simplicity and comparison, namely, 𝑡
= 16 s, 𝑣
= 10
km/hr, 𝑎 = 0.4 m/s and 20 work hours per day. With simulation parameters fixed, it is easy to
observe the effect that shot-event ordering has on acquisition duration.
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Figure 2. A multiblock orthogonal survey with design parameters.

Two single-vibrator acquisition scenarios were simulated using the combined set of source events
from both blocks sorted by shot and swath. Shot sorting represents the scenario where a vibrator
drives up and down (snakes) source lines acquiring source points. In swath sorting the vibrator
acquires a salvo of 8 source points before moving on to the next salvo in the swath. Salvos are
traversed efficiently by snaking from one salvo to the next.
Figures 3 and 4 show acquisition time estimates for shot and swath ordering, respectively. Shot
and swath ordering complete acquisition in 134.4 and 147.0 days, achieve average source
production rates of 2542.7 and 2321.9 vp/day, and require an average receiver deployment
duration of 37.3 and 18.8 days, respectively. While fastest, the shot-ordering scenario requires
greater than 143500 receivers to be deployed for 46 days or more, offering little opportunity for
receiver reuse. Conversely for the swath-ordering scenario, all receivers require deployment
durations of 25 days or less, with a large portion requiring less than 15 days of deployment. Here
one may prefer to acquire block 1 before block 2 to shape the receiver usage rates as desired.

Figure 3. Acquisition time estimates for shot-ordered script using a single vibrator.

Figure 4. Acquisition time estimates for swath-ordered script using a single vibrator.
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Figure 5 shows acquisition time estimates for a two-vibrator simultaneous acquisition scenario.
Each block is acquired simultaneously by a separate vibrator. Shot scripts are sorted by swath.
Acquisition completes in 109.4 days, achieves average source production rates of 3139.7 vp/day,
and requires an average receiver deployment duration of 20.0 days. Figure 5d shows that most
receivers require less than 15 days of deployment. The second vibrator completes block 2
acquisition in 38.4 days, much quicker than the 109.4 days it takes the first vibrator to complete
block 1 acquisition. Average source production rates of 2325.4 and 4648.2 vp/day are achieved
when there are one and two vibrators active, respectively. Vibrator 2 is clearly underutilized if two
vibrators are available, and must be paid for, throughout the entire acquisition. On the other hand,
if vibrator costs only accrue while in use, then the customer may prefer this shorter acquisition
duration as compared to that achieved when using the single vibrator scenarios.

Figure 5. Acquisition time estimates for two swath-ordered scripts (for each block) acquired simultaneously.

A seemingly endless number of scenarios can be envisioned when trying to optimize acquisition
performance. The proposed method offers a flexible way to explore different acquisition scenarios
while highlighting trade-offs between source production rates and receiver deployment durations.

Conclusions
A method for estimating the acquisition duration of a vibrator survey was proposed. The method
employs a movement simulation algorithm that can be used to model source production times
and receiver deployment durations for an arbitrary shooting script. The method is applicable to
single and simultaneous acquisition scenarios. Numerical examples depict the considerable
effects that script sorting and simultaneous shooting can have on acquisition durations. Source
production rates and receiver deployment durations serve as competing objectives leading to
trade-offs that must be made by operational planners. The method is well suited for geographical
and statistical visualizations, which can be used by planners to highlight inefficiencies for the
operation at hand.
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